# 2021 IMR Fellowship Match List

## Cardiology
- Chris Fernandez – University of Chicago
- Daniel Gold – Emory, Clinical Investigator Track
- Matthew Gold – Emory, Clinical Investigator Track
- Jia Guo – University of Chicago
- Giancarlo Saldana – University of Chicago

## Gastroenterology
- Omar Jamil – University of Chicago
- Ross McMillan – University of Chicago
- Maryam Zafer – UCSD

## Hematology/Oncology
- Vivek Behera – University of Chicago
- Rob Cameron – University of Chicago
- Joe Cannova – University of Chicago
- Jesse Drapekin – Cleveland Clinic
- Marie Dreyer – Northwestern
- Wenji Guo – University of Chicago
- Ira Kraft – National Institute of Health
- Michael Jacobs – Loyola University
- Lucia Notardonato – UIC
- Alexandra Rojek – University of Chicago
- Meng Wu – Mount Sinai

## Infectious Disease
- Sean Anderson – Johns Hopkins
- Anna Czapar – University of Chicago
- Sabrina Imam – University of Chicago
- Alice Lee – University of Washington

## Nephrology
- Ramon Durazo – UCLA
- Patrick Schiller – Northwestern

## Palliative Care
- Natalie Munger – Northwestern

## Pulmonary/Critical Care
- Ari Leonhard – University of Washington
- Kim Lu – University of Washington
- Ashley Smith-Nuñez – Northwestern
- Albina Tyker – McMaster University
- Joe Westrich – Columbia

## Rheumatology
- Kristen Mathias – Johns Hopkins

## Sports Medicine
- Peter Georginis – Match on 1/5/22

## Chief Resident
- Mary Acosta – University of Chicago
- Ashish Gandhi – University of Chicago
- Lauren He – University of Chicago
- Nathan Kong – University of Chicago